Your strategic technology partner
in web and mobile development.

BOSSAR.AGENCY

PRESENTATIO

BOSSAR

Bossar is specialized only on 3 areas: web development, mobile
development and ui/ux design. It was founded in 2017 in Ukraine, Kiev
(GMT +2) by two young IT enthusiasts. We are not a big company yet,
that's why we treat each client and his project with total dedication and
involvement, which can not be said about large companies.

Our approach - Partnership, not outsourcing

Foun
ders

Our main difference from outsourcing and other
web/mob development companies is that we do
not just sell working hours. Our goal is to solve the
client's task as quickly and effectively as possible.

Working in the market of web development, we
found out that the main problem is that developers
don't care much about the result, globally speaking.

We clearly know "what should we do", and not
"how much should we work on".
Denis Sayenko
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Sergey Bodnar

ABOUT US

About us

We provide our services to digital agencies, ecommerce companies, startups and small businesses around the world. We are a
client-oriented company, based on customer requirements, certain technologies, time and resources. Our services include:

Web Development

Mobile Development

UI/UX Design

We develop high-quality custom
web solutions using suitable
technology stack.

We develop effective mobile apps
with elegant design for the most
popular platforms - iOS, Android.

Our goal is to create a compelling
look and user-friendly interface
for client’s website or mobile app.
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WHAT WE D

What we do

Web

Mobile

Shopify

WordPress

HTML 5

CSS 3

Swift

Java

Javascript

ReactJS

PHP

Ruby on Rails

React Native

Ruby on Rails
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OUR TECHOLOGIE

Our technologies and CMS

1. Fixed price

2. Time & material

We work on project details, creating specifications and all
requirements

Client pays for hours spent by our particular
developers

We estimate hours and give customer a price

Hour rate depends on developer seniority, skills and
experience

We divide the project into stages (milestones) and client
pay per stage
Good for projects with defined scope, MVPs, fixed budget
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Good for long-term projects with
undefined/changeable scope

WORKING MODEL

Our working models

Why Ukraine

Why us

Ukraine has more than 110k qualified itprofessionals

We do really care about the result, we don't just sell
working hours as others do

4th place in Europe in terms of Certified IT
specialists

All our employees speak English good, so it's easy to
communicate with the client

Ukrainians are very hard-working and responsible
people

We are focused on long-term cooperation (our goal is
to be reliable IT-partner for years)

Competitive price (you can save up to 60% due to
lower rates than in your country, but you still save
high-quality of work)

We are not a big company yet, so we are very flexible
and open to suggestions.
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WHY CHOOSE U

Why choose us

Front-end

Back-end

Website development
The online platform for the modern learner.
We have developed front-end part and backend part of the website.
Result you can see by clicking on the link below.

http://novoed.com/
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SHOWCAS

Novoed

UI/UX design

Front-end

Back-end

Online Store Development
A to Z website development. We have created a
catchy design, front-end/back-end parts of the
website. Also implemented many interesting
features.
Result you can see by clicking on the link below.

https://silkroll.com/
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SHOWCAS

Silkroll

Web/mob app

Front-end

Back-end

Web and mobile app development
The client (Lviv City Council) wanted a web and
mobile applications to send feedback about the
state on trash bins in Lviv and administrator's
web dashboard to monitor the statistics and
approve the citizen's feedback.
Video demonstration:

https://youtu.be/qsdEhtjEqMo
link to the mobile app
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SHOWCAS

Clean City

UX design

UI design

Marketing presentation design
VISO is a financial company that, for more than
10 years, has been providing services to
increase the capital of private investors.
We have developed a presentation that reveals
all the advantages of the company and
convinces the potential client to use its
services.

https://bit.ly/2HLJijC
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SHOWCAS

VISO

UI design

Android

Java

Mobile app design and development
Uprice is a smart currency converter.
Easily convert currency - Just head the camera
to the price tag and enjoy the result.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=co.uprice.uprice
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SHOWCAS

Uprice

Email:
sales@bossar.agency
Skype:
live:e433c825e9cb1054 (BOSSAR
AGENCY)
Website:
bossar.agency
Tel:
+ 14153355848 (USA)
+ 380509078450 (Ukraine)
+ 380939761493 (Ukraine)
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Kyiv, Ukraine (R&D)
San-Francisco, CA

CONTACT U

Contact us

